THE SHANGHAI FISH making a huge splash in time for 2010 World Expo
MADENATY a grand oasis for 600,000 rises in Egypt
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ROSEN SHINGLE CREEK the spirit of Florida’s classic hotels lives again in Orlando
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THE ULTIMATE CORPORATE TRAINING FACILITY
Dragon Spring Resort and Training Center

Beijing, China
Featuring state-of-the-art guest suites, lush gardens and
water features, an 18-hole golf course, gourmet dining
facilities, and an authentic hot-springs spa, this modern
campus for learning in the mountains outside Beijing is
an idyllic destination. But don’t bother calling your travel
agent: Dragon Spring Resort is actually a vast senior
management training center operated as a four-and-half
star resort.
Designed by HHCP for COFCO, one of China’s largest
import and export companies, the 245-room resort and
advanced corporate management training campus features
20 interconnected buildings totaling 30,000 square
meters. The complex is well-integrated with its picturesque
surroundings, occupying a breathtaking 800-acre mountain site covered with vast swathes of flowering fruit trees
that provide a dramatic, natural setting. The architecture,
meanwhile, is modern, simple, and elegant—a design approach well-suited to the complex’s advanced multimedia
and other high-tech features, including a sophisticated,
real-time satellite communications capability.

The sleek, modern contours and materials of Dragon
Spring Resort echo the forward-looking focus of COFCO’s
new chairman and reflects the company’s belief that
spaces and environments can affect a person’s thinking and
understanding. By placing their top management employees
in a training setting that addresses “the whole person,”
COFCO aims to build a sense of common purpose among
its top managers and foster a spirit of camaraderie within the
corporate community.
In addition to the golf course and spa, the self-contained
training campus’ amenities include a gym, an indoor swimming pool, and many other recreational facilities. Construction on the complex is currently underway with the resort on
target for a Spring 2007 opening. In addition to serving as
the project’s architect, HHCP is also responsible for Dragon
Spring Resort’s flowing landscape architecture - as featured
on the cover - and its progressive interior design.

NOW THAT’S ONE BIG FISH!

Marine City - The Shanghai Fish
Shanghai, China
As fish stories go, this one is a whopper: a mixed-use
residential resort community that covers two square
kilometers—all in the shape of a giant fish. Planned as a
showcase project for the 2010 World Expo in Shanghai,
China, the enormous aquatic icon landform known as “The
Shanghai Fish” will become a center of the city’s luxurious
marina lifestyle community—a project that will exemplify
the Expo’s theme of “Better City, Better Life.”
Designed to become a high profi le iconic landform
like HHCP’s project The Palm Jumeirah in Dubai, The
Shanghai Fish’s signature architectural features are cleverly
integrated with the earth-sculpted water form. The mixeduse development will include an interactive maritime
museum, located in the “eye” of the fish; an elegant retail
pier, which curves around to follow the contour of the
fish’s “gill;” and an island of nightclubs and internationally
themed seafood restaurants, situated on the “side fin.” A
pair of lakeside marinas, occupying the “upper and lower
fins,” will provide mooring slips accommodating over 300
boats. The Shanghai Fish will also offer a seasonal mix of
visitor attractions including a spectacular nighttime musical fountain and laser show at the fish head lagoon.

egypt
As the 8000-acre Madenaty development rises from
the sands, HHCP is also involved in several other
high-profi le projects throughout Egypt. The list
includes the exclusive Four Seasons Golf and Tennis
Club with Residences in Sharm El Sheikh, on the
Red Sea, the splendid Rehab Retail District of the
new gated community of Al Rehab City in New
Cairo, and a grand Private Residence & Resort in
Alexandria, on the Mediterranean.

Madenaty
AN OASIS OF LUXURY
Madenaty

Cairo, Egypt
“Madenaty.” The name means “my city.” But, thanks
to HHCP’s master plan, that name is more than a catchy
moniker for this luxurious new residential and resort community. In fact, the Madenaty development, now under
construction near Cairo, Egypt, strives to provide every
one of its 600,000 residents with a sense of individuality
and exclusivity that has become increasingly rare in our
modern world.
These ideals are realized in Madenaty’s range of residential living opportunities, offering an array of sumptuous
estate homes, elegant villas, and stylish multi-family
dwellings that create their own sense of place and community. They also come across in the oasis-inspired landscape
and hardscape design. A variety of luxury hotels, upscale
boutiques, and classy restaurants add to the mix, along
with three elegantly exclusive clubs.

Madenaty’s downtown district, meanwhile, will
include a mega mall, schools and universities, an office
park, a research and development park, and other public
facilities. There will even be a trio of adjoining 9-hole
golf courses that golfers can combine to create a custom
18-hole course to their personal preferences. In these and
so many other ways, Madenaty will enable its residents
to choose the upscale lifestyle that exactly matches their
tastes and preferences.

THE FUTURE IS LOOKING GREEN

A DOUBLE-DOSE OF GOOD FORTUNE

Zigong Garden City
Zigong, China

Twin Dragons of Kunming
Kunming, China

Zigong, China, has long been renowned for its historic salt
wells, its annual Lantern Festival, and its many dinosaur fossil
sites. But soon, it will also be known as the home of Zigong
Garden City— which HHCP has designed to enhance and
expand tourism while creating a new community lifestyle for
its residents.

In China, dragons are believed to be the bringers
of good fortune. For the 500,000 residents of the new
HHCP-designed community on the north shore of
Dianchi Lake in Kunming, China, the promise of good
luck comes double-strength—thanks to the two large
shoreline parks that form a pair of 3-kilometer long dragons. Welcome to the new residential resort city known as
“Twin Dragons of Kunming.”

HHCP’s master plan organizes Zigong Garden City
around the area’s topography and natural landscape, with vehicular traffic flows following the valley ways and the building
structures seeming to emerge organically from the hillsides.
The buildings themselves reinforce the garden atmosphere
by integrating vegetation through a mix of terraced planters,
trellises, and roof gardens, creating a distinctive architectural
theme. Besides contributing to the “green” built environment,
this approach also serves to enhance the architecture’s energy
efficiency and environmental sensitivity.
The first phase of this visionary project begins with development of the Garden City Resort Hotel and Salt Spa, with
its hot salt well baths, beauty treatments and rejuvenation
programs presented in a terraced garden resort setting.

Covering 28 square kilometers, Twin Dragons offers
residents an upscale lifestyle organized around a strong
central axis of lakes and waterways and bracketed by the
namesake twin dragon heads. A network of convenient
water taxis and monorails links the luxury hotels, entertainment island, and art parks of the lakeside resort zone
to the community’s bustling central business district.
The HHCP-designed architecture reflects a strong Tai
influence representative of China’s Yunnan province—especially evident in the Cultural Arts Center, the Opera
House and the signature office towers. As with the other
elements of the Twin Dragons master plan, the architecture reflects China’s cultural diversity, proud heritage,
environmental sensitivity and technical prowess.

A VAST RESORT WITH A CLASSIC FLAIR

Rosen Shingle Creek
Orlando, Florida
With its opening in September 2006, the 1,500-key
Rosen Shingle Creek took its place as one of Central
Florida’s largest full-service convention resorts. Designed
by HHCP, the resort is loaded with amenities—from an
18-hole par 72 championship golf course to a luxurious
full-service health spa. For conventioneers, Rosen Shingle
Creek provides 445,000 square feet of dedicated, state-ofthe-art meeting space, including the remarkable 95,000
square foot Gatlin Ballroom—one of the largest columnfree ballrooms in the United States.
HHCP’s Spanish Revival design reflects a spirit of
casual elegance inspired by the classic Florida hotels of the
early 1900s melded with today’s cutting-edge technology.
And even though the resort is one of the area’s largest, the
infusion of such design details as warming earth tones,
vaulted ceilings and wood and decorative iron accents
creates a comfortable, inviting ambiance. The extensive use
of windows and skylights, meanwhile, imbues the interior
public spaces with a luminous quality, while the building’s
inventive layout provides every guest room and suite with
an outstanding view of the surrounding Shingle Creek
Golf Course.

MAKING A SPLASH AT CHINA’S OLYMPIC PARK

Olympic Natatorium
Shenyang City, China
Among the many splashy designs that have been proposed for athletic venues at the 2008 Olympic Games in
Beijing, one in particular is making waves: the Natatorium for Shengyang City’s Olympic Park. Designed by
HHCP, the aquatic center’s gracefully curving contours
suggest the shape of a giant drop of water. The glass
and circular network steel structure that encompasses
the “water drop” shape, meanwhile, is comprised of a
series of interlocking rings arranged in an undulating
pattern. While the rings themselves bring to mind the
familiar logo of the Olympic Games, the overall pattern
conveys the explosion of tiny bubbles that accompanies a
championship diver’s entrance into the water.
HHCP’s striking design for the natatorium is just as
impressive from within, thanks to the building’s open
interior, which contains gallery seating for 4250 spectators with column-free sightlines for everyone. By day,
the blue reflective, energy-efficient “E-Glass” establishes
a bold fluid form while an ingenious louver system
eliminates distracting glare and direct sunlight. At night
the transparency of the glass transforms the building
into a glowing blue beacon that promises to become a
modern icon of Shenyang City.
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